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Introduction

It is well known that long exposure observations through
a random turbulent medium by large aperture optical systems do not give
diffraction limited spatial (angular) resolution. In that case the response func-
tion of the ,'telescopelatmosphere" system is not the Airy's diffraction pattern
but an extended siot which- size i-s one or even two orders of magnitude
larger than the diameter of the Airy's celtral spot. In tl.tis p1p9r.. u19 assume

that the observed point source causes a Gaussian intensity distribution go (ro)

of the light in the- focal plane (xo, -!o) of the optical system

(1) so(ro:]ffiE):So exp (-412oil,

where oo is a constant determining the size of the circular._spot.- so:,So(oo)
is a norfualization constant depending on the total energy flux of the image.
We consider images on the piincipal optical axis and fully neglect the distor-
tion effects likd coma, astigmatism, 

-etc. We also assume that oo is much
greater than the Airy's pattern and, consequently, the geometric optics appro'
ximation is a good approach.

Definition of the problem

Let us denote b
by (x, y) the out-of-focus plane where
The origins of the coordinate systems
corresponding coord
We also denote by
(xo, y) and (x, Y),



input aperture of the optical system has a central screening (as it is usu:
l!,:.111_g. telescopes). cbnsequehfly, thg area of the infut-aperture is awith inner radius r, and outer radius r, Let us denote 'bV n'fi, il ii"}
spread function of this out-of-focus optlcal system, i. e., this is the intedistribution in the out-of-focus plane (x, y; wfien tii" svstem is illuminate
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optics app1o.a9h, the ilruminated area is a ring rjtn itt*, ,^oiu. ,i 
^"aradius r, (rrlf :rrlAfl.obviousry, the screene? part of the 
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ture is characterized by the relations rrftr:rrfrr:E:const(1. There
within a nornalizing multiple, h(x, y) is given by

(2) hle:l x, a yz1:f t, it 'r<,1*'+ Y' <rr;
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plane, while the coordinates xn and" v^
The observed intensity disiributioh

sian function

W9 pnall,investigate. the djstortions caused bywe snall lnvesrlgate the distortions caused by the out_of_focus registraof the.intensity _distribution g(x, y) conditioned'by 
-u -poini 

,oor.e obserby a point source -obse
throu.gh a turbulent medium, "supposing 

that the ptin.ipi. oT the linearposition is fulfilled, we may write

(3) g(r)-:g(x,-/:o): -ti h(l,q) dldt1,

f^hT:^y:.h?I., taken into..account the circular symmetry of the image. Itbe stressed that the coordinates x, !, E and q are refe?red if-tt.--""i-"j-i
are referred to the focal olane.
g(x, y) may be fitted by 'a 

qua

g (r) : g (x, y : 0) :.S exp l- xr" @ 
I Bl i

B: (2oz)n txt'

and, generally speakingr we expect that for this approximation flre power
not a constant and will.depend gn r(or x, because we investigate'the r

quantrty does not vary too fast into the interval (x- Lx,x+Lx), where AxTaking. the _natural logarithms from the lefi and'rigrrT-'trand' .id". of the er

Ill,!nl'tnd differentiating with respect to x, aftEr .or. triviar algebra

,l:,n1!lllul 
lgggltnms.,from the. left and'1ight hand'sidis of the eq

I I er(x-E,J.l

(4)

9:*jl*ll:",i1 ll: gi'g.tj",n.r:.0). rt'is. n'ot aiiii.ort io-oLiuin an analyt alexpression for the glob I beliaviour of the power n(x) iI;;-;;.ur"-i'h;i histity,does notvary too fast-into the interval (x- Lx,x*Ax),-where Ax
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(5) n (x) : s,s l, * . e;E-+Pr)],
erentiating with respect to x. By means
we shall evaluate the global (with respect
the power z which describes the slope
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T:.:1ll:r in,this^paper"we shail consider !o as a stricily positive quan
(gg,>91, setting,.also So:1 for'a fixed value of ""r. lG;;;; ;;it';r:-;
YtSl lnterpretation: the point-spread function of the turbulent medium
8-function and (in the geornetricil optics approach) the out-of-focus intens
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distribution g(x, y) is a
the ring the intensity is
nates p aud 0

(6)

circular ring with a constant
equal to zero. It is useful to

nonzero value. Out ol
introduce polar coordi-
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obtainSubstituting (1), (2) and

(7) E(x,

(e)

: / p A(xplc') exp [-(x2f pz)l2c!ldp,
",,

where we have denoted by A(xplcfi) the expression

3n12

(B) A(xplo!): [ ""r(xp 
cos llof;)dl:2n Jr(-ixpla!).

!"p

Il tl. above_equality "ro is the first kind Bessel function of order zero l2,Bl.Further we shall use_the development of the Bessel function ./o in poweis'o'f
its argunent 12,31. We find that

A (x p I o,) : z" E (h t1-z (xp l2o!)zk.
h:o

As can be seen from the numerical values of the first eight terms
(ft:O, 1,_. .. , 7), the abo nvergence. In fractice, it
is e4ough to restrict (9) imallalue of ft equal to
6+7. The obtained accu sidered range of 

'values

of (xp/of;). According to bution e@lO may be
rewritten in the following way

(2n)-t s @): i (+\' i, (, 
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(10)

of

(11)

where

(r2)

and

(2n)-t g(x):Br(x)a

we have set
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(13) Ao@): J p2ft+r exp[- (xa * pz)12o3] dp: oZ {rlk exp [-(xz +r2r)l2c2o]

f1

-rf;h exp 1--@2*rl)l2ofil\+2hof; Bu-r@); (k:1,2,. . .).

Differentiating (11) with respect to x two times, we obtain, cor
dingly

(1 4) (2n)-r g, (x) : n, @) + 2 l #E\ol r,u-, B u@)
E:l L\ ',\'"0/ 

_l

.Zl;n@)-lBu@r

(2n1-t s,'(x)==B'iu;)+ t l*Sr;rf ^+Y'l x2h-2 81,(x)
*-r L *''t \zool _l

+2; l!-(-+\2hlrza-tB:(x\+ ;t | | rc \2k1 o,,*'3 Lao'(;aj I r-=,lz;r(le) )u';r*t'

(15)

Having the estimations (ll), (14) and (15), we are able to estimat
the ratios g"(x)lg'(x) and g'(x)lg(x), According to (5), the out-of-focus
n(x1 is evaluated through the infinite series which may be trunca
some value of the summation index F.

In the above expressions the coefficients Bo(x), B'i@), Bu@) and
may easily be computed analytically from (12) and (13) by differentiati
one or two times. For brevity, we shall not write in an explicite mann
derivatives.

Numerical evaluation of the intensitv
distribution

With a view to evaluate the intensity distri
g(x) and power n(x) of the out-of-focus point sources, we have
med numerical evaluations of the series enterinq into the expressio
(14) and (15) for different meanings of the argument xloo (i. e., all line
rameters in the plane (x, g) are measured in units of oo:1). It is suffl
to truncate the infinite series at ft:6. Disregarding of the terms wit
leads to noticeable errors only in the case of very strong out-of-focus
tions if xloo/ 3,4-i3,6. The degree of the out-of-focus distortions of the i
may be characterized by the inner radius r, instead of the distance Al
the planes (xo, Uthe planes (xo, Uo) and (x, y). We have considered three cases of disto
which we shall for convenience denote as "slight". "moderate" and "s1convenience denote as "slight", "moderate" and "st

(l; "slight" out-of-focus distortions: rrloo:0,50;
(ii) "moderate" out-of-focus distortions: 11lo6:0;86;
(ldl) "strong" out-of-focus distortions: r1loo:1,96.(ldl) "strong" out-of-focus distortions: r1loo:1,96.
In this case a decrease of the intensity in the central region (relat

the infensity for little larger radii) is observed. This reduction is cau
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ture (r'r>0). Ob
alid when we try
we still mav trv
the power n(x)j

distortions absent, Here we remember
has a constant value. For a concre-

fie. _1. tribution 1tl2n)g(x)for th.e locused iniages." Themaxim 100% and the num_
bers ab size of the images at
36,8Yo
1.- exact focused image; 2 -- "slight',; ,? - 

,,mocler-
ate"; 4 - 

,,stron€" out-of-focus distorted images
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Fig.2. Out-of-focus power n(,v) for the Gaussian case
of nrecise focused images. Vertical thin dashed lines
indicate values of x where ns:0,5 and nr: +oo, res-
pectively (the 1etter"s" denotes'strong" distortions). The
other notations are the same as in Fig. I

this case may be excluded as an extraordinary situation of out-of-focus i
and, consequently, there is not reason to reject the approximations (4

(5) at all,
In practice, nearl)' constant values of the power n(x) may be

minedfromthe slope of the function S(x) (if g(x), g'(x) and g"(x) are al
known from observations)

(16)

for n(x)xconstant
distortions are not
mined effectively
is a suitable tool

s(x)-He-+#]-':fi7x,
(locally). From Fig. 3 it is evident that if the oui-of-
verSr ls1gs, the mean value of the power n(x) may be
by means of a linear approximation of S(x) (i. e.,
for measurement of these distortions from the experir

no = 1,O

Fig. 3. Function S(x):!2n(x)-11-lx for the Gaussian
case of orecise focused images. Notations are the same
as in Fis. 2
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data). Excluding the "strong" out-of-focus distoriions, we conclude that in
the case of a Gaussian point-spread function of the turbulent mgdium, the
values of the power n(x) are always increased with an amount which is very
sensitive to ihe distance between the focal plane (xo, gl and the plane (x, U),
where the intensity g(x, y) is measured.

Conciusions

We have derived analytical expressions describing
the out-of-focus intensity distribution arizing from a point source observed
ihrough a turbulent medium. An optical system with central screening
of the input aperture is considere
cal optics approach. If out-of-focus dis
to approximate this intensity distrib
a power n(r) depending on the distance

ample, by i
intensity c

is about (l+2) per cent [a]. As can be seen from
the image sizes due to the out-of-focus distortions

may be much more pronounced than the enlargement due to the scanning.
Consequently, measuring the behaviour of the power n(r) may give a valuable
information-about ihe degree of the out-of-foius distdriioni o-f the observed
objects. For example, in the case of astronomical observations by ground-
based telescopes, it is sufficient to investigate turbulent star images (as point

t for precisely focused turbulent star
(despite of that is not a constant). If

(r) can be approximated by a quasi-
xceeding appreciably uniiy, this may

ror evaluation or rhe our-or-rocus errectirtr3::ft::tur"t"oT:'"LftX$ Lfiitiflt
usual procedure of minimizing the sizes of the poirrt source images.
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AnpoNcuuaqz
pasnpeAerTeHrz
nprz aso6paxe
Ha r4Mny/rcHl4

!,utvtumrp !,u

(Pesron,re)

ua6nrc4euzf rrpffi #fHil:".r"rr*u

"^p(- !'a ). ano nsMepBaHrrn ra Ha'\ 2ofi l
Ka,IIHaTa paBHI4 Ha Ha TeJIeC.KOIIa, TO LI3O
g(r) naoxe p,a 6.rge anpoKct4Mr4paHo c
KT,AeTO CTeleHHI,IqT IroKaSaTe.rl n gaBI4C
Hr4e e fioAxoArrqo orucar{r4e na g(r),
ca MHofo roJreMu. Zserpureuu ca Aera
c orJreA Aa ce oueHu n(r) H HefoBoro
I4sBbprxeHu n npz6"nzxeHr{ero Ha r
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